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Cycling can be a very sociable activity. On my daily commute, there 
are lots of people on bikes and we ‘let on’ to each other – just a nod of 
the head, a small wave of the hand or a quick ‘morning’. It’s the same 
on the tandems. We often call out to other cyclists. This social aspect 
- belonging to a group - is one of the many things that I value about 
cycling. Being part of a community is an important part of wellbeing. 
We are, after all, social animals.  



The social benefits of cycling are more difficult to tap into if you have a 
visual impairment – obviously, you can have good conversation with 
your pilot, but some of the clues that let you know who else is around, 
where you are in the group, don’t work. Even more important then, 
that there is good communication between pilot and stoker and 
between different tandems on a ride. It isn’t only a safety issue – it 
helps stokers to know who is about, where their tandem is in relation 
to the other tandems and where they are along the ride. It also makes 
the ride more sociable. Pilots can make the ride more enjoyable for 
everyone by letting their stoker know who they’re overtaking, what the 
terrain is like, about traffic lights and turns, as well as the normal 
conversations that go on.  

 

Annual General Meeting 

We had another well-attended AGM back in January and thanks to 
everyone. As part of the meeting we ran a World Café event, where 
we asked you a series of questions. Lots of discussions and good 
ideas came out of the event and the committee is looking at how we 
can take some of them forward. We are focusing on the ideas that we 
can act on practically over the next year, while keeping other ideas for 
when the club grows, has more members and a larger committee to 
share out the work involved in making these things happen.  

Certainly, one of the ideas that we want to look at is some new rides. 
If you have an idea for a ride, talk to Derek – our routes need a bit 
more consideration and planning than solo routes and, of course, you 
will need to test the route out, make sure there are no hazards and 
that there is a good café – Wayne and Harry both have very specific 
requirements of a café! 

Cycling UK offers some excellent training in ride leading and are 
looking at some free one-day courses (well worth attending). There is 
a member’s discount for all Cycling UK training courses - take a look 



and see if there is anything of interest. 
https://www.cyclinguk.org/courses-and-training. 

 

Big thanks 

Both Kim and Harry have been busy raising funds for the club – this is 
much appreciated and much needed. Our funds are going down 
quickly, and they’ve taken it upon themselves to ‘do their bit’. Kim’s 
singing at The Volunteer pub raised a whopping £1000 or there about 
and included a donation from her partner’s employer.  

Harry is offering a bike maintenance service for which he charges 
parts and asks for a donation to the club. This has also raised a 
significant amount.  

If you would like your bike serviced, parts replaced etc. then 
Harry is your man! Spread the word to friends and family and get 
in contact: lordybox@aol.com. 

 

Knees report  

Excuse my silly pun (knees / news) 

As reported a few weeks ago, we have had to postpone our trip to 
Snowdonia due to a lack of fit and healthy pilots. Rick is off in the 
Middle East for a year, Wayne is recovering from his knee operation 
and Nick and Gareth are both waiting for their knee operations. Bobby 
is off the bike at the moment too. We really need two and a half pilots 
per stoker to ensure the tandem club can run properly and with more 
pilots riding just once or twice a rota, that ratio is a minimum – we 
really do need more pilots. If you know any reasonably strong, steady 
riders, invite them along and let’s get them onboard. 

 

https://www.cyclinguk.org/courses-and-training


Remember the rules 

Rule 163 of the Highway Code says ‘give motorcyclists, cyclists and 
horse riders at least as much room as you would when overtaking a 
car’.  

We can help car drivers make the right decision by staying a good 
distance out from the kerb – generally the problems come when a 
driver tries to squeeze past. Take the decision for the driver by cycling 
between a meter and a meter and a half from the edge of the road. If 
you’re not used to it, it will feel slightly uncomfortable at first, but it’s 
much safer. Other benefits include not having to pull out for parked 
cars, missing most of the broken glass and debris that causes 
punctures, higher visibility and being able to see and avoid potholes 
and other obstructions earlier and more easily. 

Cycling UK and some Police forces have been running the Too Close 
for Comfort campaign on this very issue. 

If you’re not confident about cycling this far out, please do consider 
Transport for Greater Manchester cycle training – it’s well worth it and 
will improve your solo and your tandem riding.  

 

Ride report – new route to Rufford 

I was very nervous about this ride. I had been mithering Derek for a 
few months about a route I knew to Rufford. We had tried and 
abandoned it on the last two rides due to the weather, so this was 
third time lucky. I hadn’t ridden it since last summer and just hoped 
that I could remember the route and that everyone would enjoy it. 

There were five tandems out and, despite a slightly late start, 
everyone was in good spirits. I was riding with Kim for the first time 
and we had some great conversation. Once we got going, we made 
good time, heading towards Haigh Hall via Little Lever, Moses Gate 
and Plodder Lane. The tandems were humming along happily in a 



slightly cool but warming breeze. It was a great day for cycling. We 
climbed easily up to Standish and then turned right and pulled in. It 
was down to me from here. As we set off again, all five tandems stuck 
close together and we ventured into the narrow, windy and almost 
traffic-free lanes. It was lovely – the sun had come out and warmed 
us, there were lots of other cyclists about suggesting that we were on 
the right track and we kept up a steady pace on the well-maintained 
tarmac. Everything I had enjoyed about the route came back. There 
were very few cars – no more than twenty passed us over the eight or 
so miles to Rufford, there were no traffic lights and no need to stop. 
Once we arrived at the café, the service was speedy and friendly and 
everyone said that they’d enjoyed the route. I felt very pleased and 
very relieved.  

Setting off, we headed through Croston and around the back of 
Chorley. All was going well, though the tandems started to stretch out 
a bit as some pairs started to tire, the headwind on the way out having 
taken its toll. We had a bit of an incident in Anderton, which has given 
us the opportunity to see how good our new insurance is – we will let 
you know. As we regrouped at the end of Chorley New Road, another 
tandem took a bit of a tumble. Thankfully no-one was seriously hurt in 
either fall, but it does remind us to keep concentrating until the end of 
the ride. After that it was straight back to the workshop and a job well 
done.  

 

Bit at the end 

Lots of websites are full of advice and tips for improving your cycling. 
One of the bits of advice that keeps appearing is to think about your 
cadence – the rate at which you turn your pedals. Lower gears and 
higher cadence is the general rule unless you are planning on a sprint. 
Most sites suggest that a cadence around 80 revolutions per minute is 
good.  

 



British Cycling’s website has loads of tutorials and advice about 
getting the most from cycling – it’s well worth having a look. Cycling 
UK’s forum and Transport for Greater Manchester’s cycling webpages 
are also full of useful information and advice to get the most from 
cycling.  

Let me know your best tips and we can publish them here.  

 

Contact Numbers 

Derek (president and rotas) - 0161 764 1239 

Martin (chairperson) – martin@conway67.plus.com, home: 0161 720 
6052, mob: 07919 325624 

Bobby (deputy chairperson) – bobfev@hotmail.co.uk, mob: 07717 
784394 

James (membership and insurance) – JWhitham99@gmail.com, 
home: 01204 979830, mob: 07788 423014 

Ben (secretary and communications) – benmcolman@gmail.com, 
home: 01942 886936, mob 0773 2542144  

Tony (treasurer) – tonyash99@yahoo.com 
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